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1. Forward

This report provides a brief account of some of the projects completed over the past five years under DOE
Grant No. DE-FG22-93BC14862 and the associated Indusrnal Al%liates Program. A complete listing of
documents (papers, theses, reports and software) on projects completed is given at the end of this report.

The Stanford Project on the Productivity and lnjectivity of Horizontal Wells commenced on March 10,
1993 to deal with research issues concerning performance predictions for horizontal wells. The US DOE
provided the major funding. In conjunction with the DOE sponsored research, the project established an
Industrial Affiliates Program of domestic and international petroleum organizations. The number of
participating organizations doubled from 8 in 1993 to 15 members in 1998.

The project has focused on a full qectrum of research topics related to developing improved methods for
pr@icting the performance of hoijzontal wells for a tide range of reservoir applications. The project has
enjoyed a close relationship with the Reservoir Simulation (SUPR1-B) and Stanford Center for Reservoir
Forecasting (SCRF) research groups at Stanford. The results of our research efforts have been reported in
our twenty Quarterly and five Annual Reports to DOE and in several publications (see Appendix A for a
complete list):

Software described in this section is available from the U.S. Department of Energy or from ~
.,..

. ~tiofessor~alid ii
. ..

“. Petioletirn Engineering
..

. .Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

-,. e-mail:.aziz C?stanford.edu
. .. . . . .

2. Abstract ~., .
One of the.key issues iddressed”by our group was pressure drop in long horizontal wells and its influence
on well perfoirnarice. Very little information is available in the literature on flow in pipes with influx
through”pipe walls. Virrually all of this work has been in small diameter pipes and with single-phase-flow.
In order to.address this problem new experimental data on flow in horizontal and near horizontal wells have
been obtained. Experimen~ were conducted at an industrial facility on typical 6 1/8 ID, 100 feet long
horizontal well model. O& new data along with available information in the literature have been used to
deveiop new correlations arid mechanistic models. Thus it is now possible to predicb within reasonable
acctiacy,;the effect of influx through the well on pressure drop in the well.

:.. ” . . .
New ways :of co~pling reservoirs with non-conventional wells have been developed. These techniques can
be used both for analytical and numerical reservoir treatment. We have demonsmated the use of these new
models for predkting” well productivity index, well index for simulation, well to well interference and
optimum well len=ti. A preliminary version of a new numerical model (reservoir simulator) has also been
developed. This simulator allows the use of flexible grids. with ftier devdownents, his approach will
I&d to much greater reliability of non-conventional well predictions than is possible with currently
available commercial simulators.

Anotkef,key area”addressed in this work is the problem of coning and cresting of water or gas towards a
horizontal ,well that is,@tended for producing oil. Such problems require extremely fine grid, which leads to
huge compute~times for Computations.Analytical models have been proposed for handling such p;oblems.
We have developed a new analytical model that is superior to all previous models, but we have shoym that
even his model-is.of very little “valuein actual field applications. A more practical approach is to develop
correlation has.+ on ‘carefully conducted simulations. A very practical such correlation has been developed.
We have also developed a procedure for obtaining the optimum grid for the simulation of cresting
problems.

Reports in the literature, based on extensive surveys of operating horizontal wells, have shown that existing
tools yield highly unreliable predictions. We have conducted a systematic study ~o answer the question:

1
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Why is it so hard to predict the performance of horizontal wells? O& results have shown that one of the
most important causes of poor predictions is the improper handling of geology near the well.

As shown in this repofi by the highlights of some of the-work completed under d-is project, si-mificant
progress has been made towards improving tools for predicting performance of horizontal wells. We have
also identified several important problems that remain.

3. Executive Summary
Major conrnbutioti’in each of the areas addressed in our research are identified in t.hk sun%iry. The
report does not discuss all of the projects completed under this contract. It only provides higJIights of some
‘of the projects.

Analytical Techniques: Developed analytical solutions for single-phase fluid flow into horizontal and
rnultikateralwells for transient and pseudo-steady state conditions. Pressure drop in the well was incIuded
in the model. These models can be usedfor predicting well productivity index (PI) and the well index (WI),
which is required in reservoir simulation.. .... .. . .. . .
A sen$-.~-alfic~ .&hnique w& ’develop&l.for calcula&.the critical .&esting ratesf& horizon~l ‘wells.. . . . . . .. :..

Sinqdation Tec~ques: DeveIoped techniques for accurate modeling of multiphase flow into horizormd
wells in geologically complex reservoirs. These include flexible and streamline grids. A new scale-up ,.
method based on the concep~ of dis~pation energy and s&armubes was also developed. Based on
exten&e sim.uIation runs, simple comelations were developed for quick estimation of breakthrough time,
maxi~um ojl rate, and post breakttyough behavior (WOR or GOR).
..... . . ,. J
We~@e. Pressure Drop: Conducted more than 1000 large-scale two-ph~e wellbore flow experiments in
a fyll size wellbore model at the Marathon Petroleum Technology Center. Pressure drop, liquid holdup, and
flo’y’~tte”rndata in horizontal wells were obtained. A mechanistic flow model for well flow was
deveIoped. -

~pplicationk: Applied techniques developed on practical problems. Investigated innovative appliga~ons of
hor@o@Jwell:for primary production, water injection, and EOR. A practical problem was considered IO
&s& the %ourcei of errors in predicting horizontal welI performance. The crucial role of geological
het&rogen&y near the ‘wellwas demonstrated.

ExpeHnieiitzd Work Conducted experiments to investigate the”gravity drainage process during gas.’:”
injection. Horizontal wells were simulated both for injection and production. Results were compared ,with
simulations.. . - .. . ..- . .

Dufin&the:past five years, results of our research have been presented in, vr&ous papers and .repom. .4
complgte list is included in Appendix A. Some of our research work has resulted in computer programs.
These’prograrbs tie included on the enclosed diskettes. They may be useful for other researchers working
in this field and for companies interested in developing commercial software. ,. .,.

-.., -

4. Introduction
..

..

~esearchers.at Stanford University have completed a five-year project on the productivity and infectivity of
horizontal”wells. The project was initiated as a result of industry surveys that clearly identified the inability
of techniques available in the edy 1990s to make accurate predictions of individual well perfo&nance. Our
proje@was intended ~oidentify the causes of poor pre&ctions followed by the planning and development
of new’design and analysis techniques where appropriate. Our proposal to ~e Deparment of Energy
included work iri the following major areas: .. . .
.- . ...-. . , ... -
1. Development of fast an~@cal techniques for calculating productivity/infectivity of non-conventional

. .

.. . ...
wells by appropriate coupling of reservoir with wells.

2. Development of special flexible gridding techniques for horizontal and multilateral wells (or wells of
fi”imry orientation). .. .

Y :.~Analysisand modeling of coning and cresting problems in horizontal wells.

%.,
. .
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Investigation of the influence of near well heterogeneities on well performance and techniques for
incorporating essential heterogeneities in predictive models.

Establishing the importance of pressure drop in horizontal wells in determining well productivity.

Development of models for predicting pressure drop in wells with influx through the wall.

Application of new models to field cases.

Investigation of new applications of horizontal wells for EOR projects.

It was recognized at the inception of this project that there were no sui~ble models available for single-
phase and multiphase flow in perforated wells. Substantial experimental data were required to develop and
test such models. To accomplish this goal a parallel project was established with industrial support.
Experiments were planned and executed in Marathon’s Petroleum Technology Center in Littleton,
Colorado. While the Department of Energy did not support this work, it was closely integrated with DOE
sponsored projects as discussed in this report.

The industrial consortium established by the project to fund portions of the work not suppofied by the
Deparanent of Energy also provided technical guidance throughout this project. A annual meeting of the
consortium was held to retiew research conducted and to develop future plans.

At the lastmeeting of the indusrnal consortium held on October 2 and 3, 1998 several new projects were
identified and we were encouraged to continue research in these important areas. Members of.this
consortium are listed in the next section.

Important new results were obtained in all of the areas mentioned above. Highlights of some of the results
of our iese%ch are discussed in Section 5. Complete details of the project are contained in the reports and
papers listed in Appendix A.

. .
-..

. .

.“.

.:- .
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5. Highlights of Research Results

This report is not intended to give complete details of research conducted under this project. Only
highlights of selected projects are $ven here. Full details are available in the reports and papers listed in
Section 7.

5.1. Coning and Cresting

One of the problems that a production engineer must face is the prediction of water and gas breakthrough
times and post-breakthrough behavior (WOR, GOR). While reservoir simulators can be used to make such
predictions (Figure 1). Computational and data requirements often make this approach impractical for some
situationssz.
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Fi=~re 1- Siulation of a horizontal well showing the effect of wellbore pressure drop on gas
movement towards the heeL The reservoir contains a gas cap and fi=~re shows gas saturation

contours.

One of the earliest studies we conducted was on developing analytical solutions of the problem of water
and gas cresting into a horizontal welL As apart of this study existing solutions were also evaluated.
Calculations performed by &babi and Fayers] for a 500 meter long horizontal well showed that critical rate
calculated by different methods ranged from 18 m3/day to 442 m3/day. They also showed that numerical
simulation of the same problem gave a critical rate of about 19 m3/day. They developed a new method that
provided results close to those from the simulator. Our analysis also showed that all analytical solutions
require boundary conditions that are unreasonable for most practical situations, and that critical rates are far
too low for the economic development of most oil reservoirs.

Because the post-breakthrough behavior cannot be predicted by analytical methods, the second phase of
this work involved the development of a dimensionless correlation. Souzaz conducted this work as a part of
his Ph.D. research and the results are also reported in Reference 3. The “data” for the correlation were
developed through simulations over a full range of parameters of practical interest. Optimum gidding
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strategies were also developed. The resulting correlations are fast and easy to use. They provide quick
estimates before expensive simulations are conducted.
The figure below shows some results from our correlation - which takes only a few seconds-and reservoir
simulation which takes several minutes.

lC

1

10’

102

103

1

1 “---”-...” Shndaiion
mrdalictl

!
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0 5 10 15
tD

F~e 2- Comparison between simulation and correlation for a 2-phase cresting problem 2

5.2. Multiphase I?low in Pipes and Perforated Wells

Figure 1 shows results of a real offshore field where pressure drop in the well has a substantial influence on
well performance. Results shown are obtained with a commercial simulator with pressure drop in the well
included in the calculations. In this case the drawdown is much higher at the heel than at the toe. This
figure clearly demonstrates the need for including wellbore pressure drop in the analysis of horizontal wells
in high permeabiMy reservoirs.

5.2.1. Experiments

Over 1000 experiments were conducted in a 6.18 inch ID pipe with various combinations of inflow along
the test section. Measurements of pressure drop holdup and flow pattern were made for single and
multiphase flow, with and without liners, with and without wall influx, different types and density of
perforations, and for horizontal and inclined pipes. A small portion of the test section is shown in Figure 3.
These experiments form the basis of correlations and models discussed in the next section. Details are
reported in Reference 4.

5
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F~gre 3- Experimental Setup at Marathon Technology Center. 4,.
The figure below shows ~ypical results of experiments and their comparison with some’of the standard
methods of predicting pressure drop.

7.50 ?
A Measurement +Beggs & BIN

-A-Beattie & Whalley +Dukler
1.20- .“” + Eclipse +fjtifOrd -

~.

& 0.90-
n
n: ~“

a . . Flow Dire&ion
a o.60. - . . .
IL
0
7.. .’ .,....

A
. ..

0.30- .,.

. .
0.00 ! A

o 20 40 60 80 100
Pipe Location (feet) . ~. . . . . . .. .

Fire 4- Stanford experiments and their comparison with Stanford methods for calculating
pressure drop in pipes. s

..

5.2.2 .. . Correlations

In the first phase of our work in this area we developed procedures for modifyin~ fr;cuon factor when fluid
influx or efflux takes place through the pipe wall. In addition a sp+ial acceleration term has to be included
in the pressure drop correlation. These comelations =e discussed in Reference 46 and have been used in our
work on reservoir/well coupling reported later in this repom ““. . .
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5.2.3. Mechanistic Models
The figure below compares some of our experiments with a new mechanistic model developed in our work.
This figure confirms that even complex mechanistic models have difficulty predicting the behavior of
horizontal wells5. While most of the predictions are within 20% of experiments, this model is superior to
other mechanistic models. There is however considerable room for improvements.

30.

/

25 .

. .

5

0

Air-Water Axial Flow
Water Axial Flow with Air Inflow

//

+20%

Air-Water Axial Flow with Water Inflow
Air-Water Axial Flow with Air inflow
Air-Water Axial Flow and inflow -~no~ /

!,, , ,1,,,,1,,, I

o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Measured Pressure Drop (psi)

Figure 5- Comparison of experiments with the Stanford mecha&lc model. s
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I

5.2.4. Simple Homogeneous Models

Because mechanistic models are difficult to use we decided to also develop a simple homogeneous model.
The results of this model are shown in Figure 6. The advantage of this model is that it is not based on flow
pattern predictions. This ebinates of the main difficulties with mechanistic models, where criteria for
mansitions bemeen flow patterns is a major issue. With additional work we are optimistic that such simple
models can be developed for use in most horizontal well applications. It is interesting to observe that in this
case the simpler homogeneous model performs better than-~e more complex mecha~stic model.

30,

Air-Water Axial Flow
: Water Axial Flow w“th Air Inflow L./
•J Air-Water Axial Flow with Water Mow
● Air-Water Axial Flow with Air Inflow
■ Air-Water Axial Flow and Inflow

o
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Measured Pressure Drop (psi)

Fiie 6- Comparison of the new homogeneous model with experiments. 5

As shown in figure above, the simple homogeneous model does an excellent job and should be adequate for
most practical applications. It should be pointed out that our homogeneous model accounts for slip between
phases and therefore is different from homogeneous models used in many commercial simulators.



5.3. Reservoir Wellbore Coupling

while simulation using multiphase, multidimensional numti~ modeh is the s~~d way to predict tie.
performance of horizontal wells, analytical models that provide the exact solution for homogeneous
reservoirs are still needed. These solutions can be used to

1. test numerical simulators,

2. do fast calculations of productivity inde% and

3. obtain correct well index for input to simulators.

We have developed and tested models for horizontal wells that account for pressure drop in the well (finite
conductivity well) 39$45’s and can be used for transient steady state and pseudo state conditions. Additional
work has allowed us to extend the model to wells of arbbry configuration as shown in figure belo~.
This new model can handle an arbitrary number of wells in a brick-shaped domain. A typical well
configuration is shown in the figure below.

1.well iwinthe System I
I

Segment
&2, 2) M (ii 1, 1)

‘S’’atera’
AL (~W,1, x 4)

M (ii 3, 1)
Ap (iw, 3, S 6) 3rdlateral

M (ii 3, 2)
M (ii 3, 3)

. ,\lM(~3s4)M~%3,~MCk3,@ M(~3Y7)I

F~e 7- A scheme for handling wells of arbitrary confiqyration. 5

One interesting application of this model is the evaluation of different options for multilateral wells. For
example the figure shown below has several wells with the same total length for the completed section.

9
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L_ &-
a). Vertical well b). Single lateralHW c). Two lateral well

(laterals at same depth)

t t
i -+ 14-

t

fi. Four lateral well
(laterals at same depth)

d). Two lateral well e). Four lateral well
(laterals at different depth) (laterals at different depth)

F@re 8- OptiorISconsidered ii F-e 9.6

In the Iieme below we have plotted the productivity index improvement compared to a vertical well in the
same reservoir at a specific production rate. Similar results can be obtained at other flow rates to see the
effect of pressure drop on the performance of various options.

-.
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-....> —— 2 Lateralaat IdenticalOepth
...\-%.+..\ --------- 2 IiNeralaat DtierentOepth.
... “% ----- 4 IiIteralaat IdenticalOepth

30 - =.;\i ------- 4 Uterals at Dtierentoepth
* “.+..

\
20 -

15 - \ \

“\
—“-W—VWU”

\

10- -% ‘.“\.. -- ------ ----—- -

1“
-.-.%---------._.-.-.___._..

5t I I ,,, . I u

10-’ 1 10 NY NY
Time (daya)

F~e 9- Productivi& of multilateral (see F-e 8) compar46to that of a fidly penetrating vertiml
well in the same reservoir.

This model can also be used to clearly show how the PI of a horizontal well changes with flow rate. If
friction in the well is ignored (as is the case at low rates) PI is independent of flow rate. BULas shown in
figure below, at high flow rates PI drops due to friction in the well.

L A .

140 L

130 2

120 2

110 2

1-

100 , * $,,,*,I , , I ,., ,, I ,,

10 I(P I& It+
Well ProductionRate (STWday)

F~e 10- Effect of wellbore friction on well productivity. 6
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5.4. Simulation

5.4.1. Well Index
The models discussed in the previous section can be used to calculate the correct well index for any kind of
well. Tbe figure below shows results for several different grids used to model a horizontal well. Notice that ,
anon-uniform fine grid gives the worst results in this case. While these results can be corrected by the use
of an appropriate well index, better results are obtained with uniform fine grid’.

3170

3160h
— infin.ta conductivityanal~”caisolti”on

% _—+—— 33*64*15uniformfine grid
-.. -—-- 1716’9 uniform medium grid

.... ---+-- 23*66V3 non-uniformfine grid, Explicit Modeling

.’\
--+-— 21*66*1 1 non-uniformfine grid, Peacemarfs WI

\\ \,
~ 25*66V9 non-uniform-I- uniformgrid around well,

Peaceman’s WI

3120

3110 111! 1111111 1111111l!r4111!, ,llllr!!x!\ \\. “;\+, ~.a ~ ,
I I 1 I I

15 16 17 18 19 20
Time(days)

F~e 11- Effect of gridding on oil rate from a horizontal well producing at constant pressure. 7
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5.4.2. Gridding
One of the major contributions of our research has been the development of a flexible grid simulator called
lZEX&’’lO.This simulator can use full tensor permeabilities and many types of flexible grids. An example
of the type of grid that can be used in thk simulator is shown in figures below.

F~e 12- Grid used in FLEX to honor well and geological features. 8

Flexible grids are essential for accurately modeling non-conventional wells in geologically complex
reservoir. The grid must follow the well and major geological features. This is a complex problem,
particularly for threedmensioml simulations with full tensor permeabilities. Work completed so far has
focused on investigating the advantages and disadvantages of various gridding approaches. Further work is
need to make the use of flexible grid feasible for practical applications. Some of the primary issues to be
resolved are efficient solution of linear and nonlinear equations resulting fkom the ap~oximation of flow
equations over flexible grids, generation of optimal grids in two and three dimensions, flux calculations
across gridblock boundaries when the perrneabiliv tensor is full, and accounting for pressure drop in the
well.

13
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5.5. Uncertainty in Making Predictions .

We have done detailed investigations on the causes of uncertainty in making well performance
predictions%. The figure shown below is an example of 20 predictions made for the same well using
geological descriptions that honor the same data.

.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000

Time (Days)
,“

Fiie 13- Twenty predictions with the same geological data**

Some of the other factors investigated in this study are the effects of results on

●

●

●

●

●

level of upscaling,

method of upscaling,

pressure drop in the well,

gridblock size, and

wel index.

We have shown that geological heterogeneities, particularly near the well have a crucial effect on results.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to model fine scale heterogeneities in routine simulation studies. Either a very
fine grid must be used or an appropriate upscaling technique must be developed. Use of fine grid leads to
extremely small time steps and convergence problems. Use of standard upscaling methods leads to the loss
of information about important geological features. Additional work is required in both of these areas. We
have found that simulation results obtained without close attention to these two factors can be very far from
reality.

14



6. Description of Software
Not all of the programs written during this research project are suitable for distribution. Programs suitable
for use by practicing petroleum engineers are contained in a self extracting file called SSD0898.exe. Once
execute& this file will expand to provide several directories and a file called DOEhtrnl. This file cart be
viewed by any browser. It provides complete documentation for all of the programs with appropriate links
to each module. A brief summary of the Promams Provided is Sven below:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

7.

Mechanistic Model for M&iphas; P&e Plow -
This program is based on extensive research utilizing experimental &ta and mechanistic modeling for
liquid/gas flow in pipes. It can be used to predict pressure drop in pipes where the flow has stabilized.
Productivity of Horizontal WelIs
This program provides an analytical solution for a well in a brick-shaped threedlmensional
homogeneous (anisotropic) reservoir. The well can be at any location and the well axis must be parallel
to one of the boundaries. The well maybe produced at constant rate or constant pressure. The program
can be used to obtain the PI or WI of the well. The pressure drop in the well is ignored in this program.
Optimum Horizontal Well Length C.aleulation
This program accounts for the wellbore pressure drop and includes a simple economic model. It can
predct the optimum well length under steady state conditions.
Wellbore/Reservoir CoupIing
This is a general program for solving coupled reservoir/wellbore problems. The analytical solution for
the reservoir is the same as in 2 above, but the wellbore pressure drop is included. The well is divided
into segments and superposition is used to account for the influence of each segment on the solution.
This is a very general model.
WelI Pressure Profile Calculation
This is program allows the well to be of arbitrary profile in a three-dimension reservoir. Other
restrictions are the same as in 2 above.
Correlation for Cresting Behavior in Horizontal Wells
This program can calculate breakthrough times and post breakthrough behavior for horizontal wells.
The correlation is based on extensive runs with a commercial reservoir simuIator.
Analytical Solution for Critical Cresting Rate in Horizontal WeIls
This program can calculate critical rates for horizontal well by seven different methods, including a
new method developed at Stanford University.

Recommendations for Future Work

While considerable progress has been made over the past five years, many important problems need further
investigation

●

●

●

●

●

Simulation While Drilling (SWD). Ourindustrial members have identified real time data integration
and predictions while the well is being drilled as an important problem.

Upscaling in Well RegioIL We have shown that the performance of horizontal wells is strongly
affected by near well heterogeneities. Modeling of these heterogeneities requires unreasonably fine
grids. New upscaling techniques are required for the near well region.

Analysis of l?ield Da& Testing of new simulation techniques on carefully collected field examples is
required.

Application of Multilateral and Horizontal Wells. There are many situations where currently
vertical wells are used but where non-conventional wells may prove beneficial. These possibilities
should be explored.

MuMphase Flow in Wells. Additional experiments are needed to obtain sufficient data for the
development of models to predict pressure drop in wells with influx.
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8. Members of Industrial Consortium
The following companies have supported thii project through their membmhip in SUPRI-HW Industrial
consortium

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

9.

Agip S.p.A., Milan, Italy 1993-1997 ‘

Amoco Production Co., Houstori, Tex~, 1994-1998

ARTEP (Association de Recherche sur les Techniques dExploitation du P6trole, a consortium of
Institut Flancais du Petrole, Elf Aquitaine, and TOTAL), Fiance 1993-1998

BP Exploration Inc., Houstou Texas; 1993-1996

Chevron Petroleum Technology Co., La Habw CaMornia 1993-1998

Intevep, S.A., Caracas, Venezuekq 1994-1998

Gas Research Institute, Chicago, W, 1993

Marathon Oil Co., Littleton, Coloradm 1993-1998

@us Energy, a subsidiary of YPF, Dallas, Texas; 1996-1998

Mobd Exploration&Reducing Technology Center, Dallas, Texas; 1996-1998

Norsk Hydro, A.S., Oslo, Norway 1993-1998

Petrobras Ameri@ Inc., Houston, Texas and Rio de Janeiro, Brazfi 1993-1998

Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, OklahoW, 1996-1998

Shell E&P Technology Co., Houston, ‘IX 1998

Smedvig Technologies, A.S., Forus, Norway 1998

Texaco EPTD, Houston, Te=, 1993-1998

Union Pacific Resources Co., Fort Worth, Texas; 1994-1998

Mineral Management Services, U.S. Dept of Merior, Camarillo, California 1995-1998

Nomenclature
q (iw) . flow rate of well i

M(iWJk) segment of k of Iaterj of well i.

Ap(iw, j,kk) pressure drop between segmex?s i and 1of Iateralj of weIl iw

AL segment length

9 flow potential
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Energy Science and Technology Software Center

Abstract Submittal

1 Identification:
a.Software Acronym:

b. Short Title

Productivity of Horizontal Wells

2 Authors:
Several students, research staff and faculty have contributed to the software.
Authors of each module are identified in the documentation and in the software.
The work was performed under the direction of Professor Khalid Aziz (Stanford
University, Stanfor& California)

3 So~are Completion Date:
8131198

4 Brief Description:
HWELLis a collection of programs contained in a self-extracting file
SSD0898.exe. This collection consists of seven individual modules and a
documentation module. Each module contains source code, IBM PC (DOS)
executable file and sample data. These modules can be used for calculating
productivity of horizontal and deviated wells, pressure drop in the well,
breakthrough times for gas or water and post breakthrough behavior. A brief
description of program modules is given below:

Mechanistic Model for Multiphase Pipe Flow
This program is based on extensive research utilizing experimental data and
mechanistic modeling for liquicVgasflow in pipes. It can be used to predict
pressure drop in pipes where the flow has stabilized.

Productivity of Horizontal Wells
This program provides an analytical solution for a well in a brick-shaped three-

dimensional homogeneous (anisotropic) reservoir. The well can be at any location

and the well axis must be parallel to one of the boundaries. The well maybe

produced at constant rate or constant pressure. The program can be used to obtain

the PI or WI of the well. The pressure drop in the well is ignored in this program.

Optimum Horizontal Well Length Calculation
This program accounts for the wellbore pressure drop and includes a simple
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5

6

7

8

9

economic model. It can predict the optimum well length under steady state
conditions.

\

Wellbore/Reservoir Coupling
This is a general program for solving coupled reservoirlwellbore problems. The
analytical solution for the reservoir is the same as in 2 above, but the wellbore
pressure drop is included. The well is divided into segments and-superposition is
used to account for the influence of each segment on the solution. This is a very
general model.

Well Pressure Proftie Calculation
This is programallows the weIl to be of arbitrary profile in a three-dimension
reservoir. Other restrictions are the same as in 2 above.

Correlation for Cresting Behavior in Horizontal WelIs
This program can calculate breakthrough times and post breakthrough behavior
for horizontal wells. The correlation is based on extensive runs with a commercial
reservoir simulator.

Analytical Solution for Critical Cresting Rate in Horizontal Wells
This program can caIculate critical rates for horizontal well by seven different
methods, including anew method developed at Stanford University.

Method of Solution:
Analytical solutions of three-dimensional flow equations and comelation of data

- using regression techniques.

Computers for which software is written:
Programs are all written for IBM compatible Personal Computers.

Operating System:
IBM DOS

Programming languages Used:
For&an (70%) and C-i+-(30%)

Software Limitations:
Several assumptions were made. Analytical solutions are for homogeneous
anisotropic reservoirs. Coning and cresting comelations are for two-phase flow.
Other limitations are clearly indicated in the documentation.

10 Unique Features of the Software:
The analytical solutions allow the user to account for pressure drop in the well to
calculate well productivity and optimum well length. Coning and cresting
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software provides a fast way to make initial estimates of breakthrough time and
post breakthrough behavior.

11 Related and Auxiliary Software:
Software modules are ready to use. No other software is needed.

12 Other Programming or Operating Information of Restrictions:
AIl of the modules are based on academic research. They are not tested for field
applications and are not intended for use by inexperienced engineers. It is
essential that the user consult the references associated with the module of interest
to fully understand software limitations.

13 Hardware Requirements:
Any IBM compatible PC is suitable for running software modules.

14 Time Required: .
Time required depends on the specific module and the size of the problem. It
varies from a few seconds to a few minutes.

15 References:
All of the programs use research that is reported in the technical literature. Each
module contains references appropriate for that module. Key references are:

Arbabi, S. and F.J. Fayers. “Comparative Aspects of Coning Behavior in Horizontal
and Vertical Wells,” Proceedings, 8th European Improved Oil Recovery
Symposium, Vienna, Austri4 May, 1995.

Souz% A. “Correlations for Cresting Behavior in Horizontal Wells,” Ph.D.
dissertation, Stanford University, Petroleum Engineering Department, March, 1997.

SOUZZA.L.S., S. Arbabi and K. Aziz. “Practical Procedure to Predict Cresting
Behavior in Horizontal Wells,” SPE 39063, SPE Journal, December 1998, pages
382-392.

Ouyang, L.-B., N. Petalas, S. Arbabi, DE. Schroeder and K. Aziz. “Experimental
Study of Single Phase and Two-Phase Fluid Flow in Horizontal Wells,” SPE
46221, Proceedings, SPE Western Regional Meeting, Bakersfield CA, May 10-13,
1998. Revised March 9,1998.

Ouyang, L.-B. “Single Phase and Muhiphase Fluid Flow in Horizontal Wells,”
Ph.D. Thesis, Stanford University, Petroleum Engineering Department, August
1998.

Aziz, K. and L.-B. Ouyang. “Productivity of Horizontal and Multilateral Wells,”
Proceedings, 10* International Conference on Horizontal Well Technology and
Applications, Houston, TX, August 24-26, 1998.
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Wan, J., V.R. Penmatch& S. Arbabi and K. Aziz. “Effects of Grid Systems on
Predicting Horizontal Well productivity:’ SPE 46228, Proceedings, SPE Western
Regional Meeting, Bakersfiel& CA, May 10-13,1998.

Verma, S. “Flexible CMds for Reservoir Simulation,” Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford
University, Petroleum Engineering Department, June, 1996.

Verrn~ S. and K Aziz. “A Control Volume Scheme for Flexible Grids in Reservoir
Simulation,” SPE 37999, Proceedings, SPE Reservoir Simulation Symposium,
Dallas, Texas, June 8-11, 1997.

Ve~ S. and K Aziz. ‘FLEX: A! Object-tiented Reservoir Simulator,” SPE
36007, Proceedings, SPE Petroleum Computer Conference, Dallas, Texas, June 2-
5,1996.

Aziz, K., S. Arbabi and C. Deu&ch. “Why Is It So Difficult to Predict the
Performance of Non-Conventional Wells?” SPE 37048 and CIM 96-13,
Roceedings, SPWCIM Second International Conference on Horizontal Well
Technology, Calgary, Cana@ November 18-20,1996. Revised September 1997.
To be published in the J. Canadian Petroleum Technology.

16 Subject Classification Code and Keywords -

~ Subject CIassifkation Code:

Not available.

b. Keywords:

Horizontal well; pressure drop in well; optimum well length; cresting; coning,
breakthrough time; non-conventional wells; mechanistic model; reservoir well
coupling.
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Stanford University

Petroleum Engineering Department
~Software Distribution

August 1998 Edition

This Software Distributioncontainsthe source and executable code from research
carried out under DOE Contract DE-FG22-93BC1 4862, the Stanford Project on
Productivii and Injectivii of Horizontal Wells (SUPRI-HW), and the Stanford Reservoir
Simulation Industrial Affiliates (SUPRI-B).

The code for each research project is stored in separate directories as detailed below.
Each of these directories also contains a keyword abstact document and a text file
describing the software. The code included in this software distribution is as follows:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Mechanistic Model for Multiphase Pipe Flow
Productivii of Horizontal Wells
Optimum Horizontal Well Len~h Calculation
Wellbore/Reservoir Coupling
Well Pressure Profile Calculation
Correlations for Cresting Behaviour in Horizontal Wells
Analytical Solutions for Critical Cresting Rate in Horizontal Wells

The applications included in this distribution are intended for 32-bit Microsoft VVindowsTM
environments and can be run from a console, or DOS window. To use any of these
applications, simply copy the files from the desired directory to a directory on your system
and execute the application from a MS-DOS Command Prompt

,. MechanisticModel for Muitiphase Pipe Flow
9

This program calculates pressure drop and volume fraction liquid using the mechanistic
model of Petaias and Azii as descriied in:
Petalas, N., and Aziz, K., “AMechanistic Model for StabilPed Multiphase Flow in Pipesna
report for the members of the Stanford Reservoir Simulation Industrial Affiliates and the
Stanford Project on the Productivii and Infectivity of Horizontal Wells, Petroleum
Engineering Dept., Stanford University August, 1997

It consists of the following jigs. files:

● PETAZ.FOR - The program source code. This is written in Forhzm 77.
● MFLOW.CMN - A Fortran “include” file containing the mmmon block definitions

used within the program. Required for compilation.
● PARAMS.FOR - A Fortran “include” file containing the various parameter definitions

used within the program. Required for compilation.
s P~AZ.EXE - The compiled executable. A PC with a numeric processor (or a

486DX or Pentium class) is required in order to run it

The input variables required by the PETAZ.EXE application are

—.—..—.. ———— .... . .. .
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““””””’”’’”””A”w2M’w*nz%w0’”’”:”’’”’”””””’””““”’’’””””’A’””““”””’d
.>..v.: ... . .. ...,...y$:::::::::::::f:fy$j$A..A.:.:.: :,:.,.>:..<.,:.,:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .%. . . .. .. . . . . . . . ..< .. . . ..y...v.v...,.<,,

iiii
Descmption

I

:

$EiL!9*G.fl?%i5?..G!!R) ....................................~
3""""``"""""""""""""""""";""""""""""`'"'""'"""""""""'"""""""''""""""""""‘“””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””””’”””i.

sir- ..... ............................... .......... .. .. ..............................................
j$DENSG !Ga8density, (lb/@) i
@MUL !Liquidviscosity, (centipoise) 2
. ...............-A; ;-:-A: S.=----: J==J=:-:A-:A- y.... .—

1....................................................................................... ..................... ............:.j.-—----... ..,..--_.---.._-...--_-------.. _-_ ....--...-.".."..-._.
!$AMTJG !Gasviscosity (centipoise) @~..........................................................?...............

[

+.—”.—....-——...-.-—.--—.——.=::=-:=-:=.:=.S<U4:S~;i;: ~Gas-liquid surface tension, \f;;SIGMA.,, ~(dynekxn) ~ ;?:x.............................. ........................................................................................~........... ........................ ........ .............. ... .... ............. .................................
j$iD~,,~ipe inside diameter (inch)............................................?.......................................j
.,.,.....................-~-.---..-.-..o.....--.......-.--.-..-...-..--...-.-..--.-.....-.......-...-.."....."..

1

$ROUGH pipe absolute roughness, (ft) ;,:.::~.:.:.::.::.:.:=.::.::>:.::...:.u.:::A:::.:.:.:.:::.::::.r.:.rJ:..:::;.::.:.:::;:.:.:::.::::::.:.:.:.:..::::::::7
~@.J?Hl @eangleofinclination, (degrees) j,+............................. ............ ..................................................... ..................
~~

These can be input into the program directly or specified from a previously generated
data file. The program will display the predicted flow pattern as well as the calculated
pressure drop (per unit length) and volume fraction liquid. The input parameters are
automatically saved to a text file which can later be edited and used for subsequent
analyses. The file name that is used to save the input data is PETAZ.INP, although it can
be changed by the user.

Back to Contents

~, Productivity of Horizontal Wells
%

This code is an implementation of the original model of Babu and Odeh (1989) to
calculate the productivity of a horizontal well in a box-shaped drainage volume with
uniform influx along the well. The program was written by Raju Penmatcha as part of his
Ph.D. research work “Modeling of Horizontal Wells w-h Pressure Drop in the Well”
Stanford University, CA, December 1997. The following ~ are included: .

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

BABU.CXX - The program source code written in C++. Required for compilation.
BABU.EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using Microsoft
Visual 0+ (Version 5.0).
BABU.H - A “header” file required for compilation.
BABU.IN - Commented Input file for example problem.
EXAMPLE - Output file for example problem generated by redirecting the program
output babu. exe >~le.
MAIN.CXX - Additional source code (C-I+). Required for compilation.
README - informational text file on program usage and description.

The input variables required by the BABU.EXE application are:
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xeservoir lend (ft), x-direction “’#

~

I :direction) w.$,...... .. . . . .. .............. . .. ]<<<—...-.&=:-.&.- —. —-.—...—— . . . ..----------------
jjH ieservoir height (ft), z-direction,?, . . .. . $:.:,,. . . ... ... . .~——... ..-........—...--.--...=.=.-.=..__._. *. .....
\/cr $ystern total compressibility (l/psi) ~:;,-:__=_. .. .. . . . .. .. . . ,. ........... .-—.-—. ... ——------------------
7,
:.::Bo ~foxmationvolume factor of oil i

[
1

:0=/s% 2... . . ‘:3-:. ”.“. l.’
jpg

*,:
. . k??%’.?!.%?9.???%?? ~

]~:cd viscosity(w).. .
[

jlK:beWeabWV.Kx-~=tion (@) ‘~

. ..
. x.

‘*o..............we!!..lo~tion~x-~~tioufi ~:;F__. . . . . . . . . .,__. as:_____. ____. _~:_

:: i

gYl
~locationof well heel in y-direction, $
%t:1{, . . ... .. .. .. . .. . . ,. .. \

:?
:>—---------,--. -—.-——--.--.-.--———---=4.-. :/
::Y2 location of weIl toe in y-direction fti~.fl .. ....... ...... ... .,., . . . . . .. ., . .>. . :):.?X=”.. ...-....”..-.“;-.. -.....-..-..---. -----. ---. -.--. ---.."----------.f
S?O.. .. ‘w!l?~location in z-direction, ft

~
~~--:--’’’’=:’==-.-=’’’-’=’’’’-’’’’-’-=’-’-”1;<

k
~ocabon m x-drection to evaluate q:..[:,
%hewell pressure (ft) +::,>;.?l....... . . . ;. . . . . . . .. $*:;

~Y
location in y-direction to evaluate ~
+he well pressure (ft);,;:[,..,..,.,,..... ... ...;,,...,,..,.........................................,,..,., ... .. ,,,,,,,.,,,, .....J................................................. .. ...................................................................$...:.?\:.?“ !location in z-direction to evaluate #

:P ihe well pressure (ft) 3
&L._:_:_ ,.z . . . . . .-.----==-d. . .— ——-———...—

.. . .. ..

These must be specified in the file BABU.IN, which can be modified W-ti any text editor
(See example). The program’s output will be displayed on the screen, unless it is
redirected when the application is started.

Back to Contents

@Optimum Horizontal Well Length Calculation

This program calculates the optimum well length for a single horizontal well based on
steady state conditions and a very simple economic model. The methodology used is
based on the research presented at the Fourth Review Meeting of the Stanford Horizontal
Well Project. Appropriate comments are included in the source files. The program was
wr.tien by Raju Penrnatcha as part of his Ph.D. research work “Modeling of Horizontal
Wells with Pressure Drop in the Well” Stanford University, CA December 1997. The
followirm files are included:
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.. . .. .. . ... . . .

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

FRICFAC_CORR.H - “Header” file containing function declarations for friction factor
correlations. Wr”tien in C++. Required for compilation.
HWELL.CPP - C++ Source code file containing the Class Method Definitions for the
Hwell class. This class calculates PI and Q based on the Economies (1990)
model. Assumptions are Single Phase 011Flow, m“btedsteady state in the horizontal
plane and pseudo steady state in the vertical plane.
HWELL.H - A “header” file required for compilation. This file is re&ired by the
HWELL.CPP code.
MPMODEL.CPP - C-i-+ Source code file containing the Class Method Definitions for
the Multi-Purpose model with finite well length and any type of flow, i.e. no-friction,
Iaminar or turbulent flow. [t is a deriied class from the base class Hwell.
MPMODEL.H - A “header” file required for compilation. Thii file is required by the
MPMODEL.CPP code.
OPTIMUM. EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using Microsoft
Visual & (Version 5.0).
OPTIMUM.IN - Commented Input file for example problem.
OPTIMUM.OUT - Automatically created output file.
OPTMP.CXX - Main source code (C++) file. Required for compilation.
README - Informational text file on program usage and description.

The input variables required by the OPTIMUM.EXE application are

*/Variable! ‘ Description$<........................................................................:>,........................:.:. ............................... ...... ...... ....::.:.:::.:::.::::.:J:.:.P.::.X:.:::;:
IK:.:. %.~eability in md~,:::.::.:.::.:=.;-::r::~-........ ... .......... ..................... ... ................................ .........................................................................................

<:::.::

I~BO
~formationvolume factor of oil .

:,:, @B/sTB)........ ..............................................y:.,
#~SO.,. ,~o~,~5cosity (cp). . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:.,.—

I
:,:
@E jdrainage radius of the cylindrical
,,. iarea in ft

..........................................................>....<......................................................

(
-—....-.,.-.——-.-.-——.-——__-—_.__—_~:.:.::

2DELP
#rawdown in psi at heel of

%.... . .. ... !!o~n~ we~:$,...;;.:;.:.L..X...Y.X;...:.x:~.:.:.:.:.r;.::.:::._.x.:J:::::.:::;:.:.:u.::.:.:.::.V.:S.Y2:.:.:.::?<.
~@71ME %e-adystate production time in days:::...................................... ................ .................................................... .....:.::
[0
.............................................................................................. ...........

3P Oil price iu $/STBfi,:.::y.=::.:::.v.::.:::.y:.=.:..:.:.:.=::.::.:.:::::::.::.:=::::::;:.:=:.:::.r.~.;::.=:.=:.G:.:;.:;::::

1’
....:.;.::
$ EN

~oildensity at reservoir conditions in

?.: ~lbm/f@.... .................................................................................................................::.--— -----.--——————--..—. —----—-—.
~~E &eservoir boundary pressure in psi.<......................................................................................................:.:.------—-------.--—-..---”---—..--------..--------——.--====

These must be specified in the file OPTIMUM. IN, which can be modified with any text
editor (See example). The program’s output will be stored in the file OPTIMUM.OUT. The
results will include Revenue in dollars vs. Well length in ft. Based on these, the optimum
length of the horizontal well can be determined.
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,. Wellbore/Reservoir Coupling
&

Two programs are included in this section:

●

●

CLASFRIC - Couples flow between the reservoir and the wellbore.Itcan be run
under constant flow rate or constant BHP constraints. It can also be run under
constant flow rate followed by a constant BHP constraint.
CONDELP - Same as CLASFRIC, except that this program runs under constant
drawdown at the heel of the well. For example, if a‘1 O psi constant drawdown is
specified in the input file, the program ensures that Pavg - Pwf(heel) = 10 psi at all
times. It runs under this constraint until the pressure at the heel of the well reaches
the minimum BHP. When minimumBHPis reached, fiShfis to tie minimumBHP
constraint where it no longer maintains a constant drawdown at the heel. “

The maximum number of time steps allowed in both programs is 200. The maximum
number of well segments allowed is 80. If numbers more than the-se are required, then
changes should be made to the MAXNTIMES and MAXTOTWELLS variables in the file
“fmat.h”, and the programs recompiled. These programs were written by Raju
Penmatcha as part of his Ph.D. research work “Modeling of Horizontal Wells with
Pressure Drop in the Well” Stanford University, CA, December 1997.

The following ~ are included for the CLASFRIC program:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

s

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

BABU.CXX - Program source code wr-tien in c-i-i-to calculate the productivity of a
horizontal well based on the work of Babu & Odeh in SPE 18334 (1988).
BABU.H - A “header” file required for compilation of CBABU.CXX.
CLASFRIC.EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using
Microsoft Visual C+ (Version 5.0).
FMAT.CXX - Program source code written in C++ required for compilation.
FMAT.H - A ‘header” file required for compilation of FMAT.CXX.
FRICFAC_CORR.CXX - Program source code written in (2+F mntaining function
declarations for friction factor correlations. Written in C++. Required for compilation.
FRICFAC_CORR.H - ‘Header” file containing function declarations for friction factor
correlations. Written in C++. Required for compilation.
INFILE.CXX - Program source code written in c++ to process input data.
INFILE.H - A “header” file required for compilation of INFILE.CXX.
MAIN.CXX - Program source code written in C-i+ defining program entry point.
PIPEFLOW.CXX - Program source code written in C-I+ containing the Class
definition for the Multi-Pu~ose model with finite length well and any type of flow
(no-friction, Iaminar or turbulent). This is a modified form of the MPmodel code used
in OPTIMU-M.EXE.
PIPEFLOW.H - A “header” file required for mmpilation of PIPEFLOW.CXX.
README - Informational text file on program usage and description.
SOLVER.CPP - Program source mde wriien in C+ required for compilation.
SOLVER.H - A “header” file required for compilation. This file is required by the
SOLVER.CPP code.
EXAMPLE1 - A directory containing sample a input file (BBWELL.IN) as well at the
resulting output file (BBWELL.OUT).
EXAM~LE2~ A dire&ory containing sample a input file (BBWELL.IN) as well at the
resulting output file (BBWELL.OUT).
EXAMPLE3 - A directory containing sample a input file (BBWELL.IN) as well at the
resulting output file (BBWELL.OUT).

The following Mare included for the CONDELP program:
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

BABU.CXX - Program source code written in Ci+ to calculate the productivity of a
horizontal well based on the work of Babu & Odeh in SPE 18334 (1988).
BABU.H - A c-language “header” file required for compilation of CBABU.CXX.
CONDELP.EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using
Microsoft Visual C-I+ (Version 5.0).
FMAT.CXX - Program source code written in C++ required for compilation.
FMAT.H - A &language “header” file required for compilation of FMAT.CXX.
FRICFAC_CORR.CXX - Program source code wriien in C+ containing function
declarations for friction factor correlations. Written in C++. Required for compilation.
FRICFAC_CORR.H - c-language “header” file containing function declarations for
friction factor correlations. Written in C++. Required for compilation.
INFILE.CXX - Program source code written in C++ to process input data.
lNFILE.H - A C-language “header” file required for compilation of INFILE.CXX,
MAIN.CXX - Program source code wr-it&enin C+F defining program entry point
PIPEFLOW.CXX - Program source code written in C++ containing the Class
definition for the Multi-Pu~ose model with finite length well and any type of flow
(no-friction, Iaminar or turbulent). This is a modified form of the MPmodeI code used
in OPTIMUM.EXE.
PIPEFLOW.H - AC-language “header” file required for compilation of
PIPEFLOW.CXX.
README - Informational text file on program usage and description.
SOLVER.CPP - Program source code written in C+ required for compilation.
SOLVER.H - A c-language ‘header” file required for compilation. This file is
required by the SOLVER.CPP code.
EXAMPLE - A directory containing sample a input file (BBWELL.IN) as well at the
resulting output file (BBWELL.OUT).

For each program, the inpur parameters are specified in the file, BBWELL.IN, which can
be modified W-fi any text editor (See examples). The program’s output will be to the
screen, although it can be redirected.

Back to Contents

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

“..Well Pressure Profite Calculation
/3...

This program calculates the well pressure for a well of a general profile in a box-shaped
reservoir with no flow boundaries. ~,e method used is described in SPE paper 27980 by
Economies et al. It was written by Pierre Maizeret as part of his M.S. Project.

The following ~ are included:

●

●

●

●

●

9

CLSRC.F - Source code written in Fortran. Returns the dimensionless pressure Pd
at the position Md(Xd, Yd, Zd) due to a well with a unit dimensionless flow rate
modeled by a segment from MO(XDO, YDO, ZDO) to Ml (XD1, YD1, ZD1) in a
reservoir of dimensions (XDe, YDe, ZDe). The dimensionless pressure is a result of
the continuous point source soiti”on CPSRC.F integrated along the path of the well
using a Romberg integration procedure. Required for compilation.
CPSRC.F - Source mde wriien in Fortran. Returns the dimensionless pressure Pd
at a point Md(Xd, Yd, Zd) due to a point source with a unit dimensionless flow rate
located at Mw(XDW, YDw, ZDW) in a reservoir of dimensions (XDe, YDe, ZDe). The
dimensionless pressure is the result of the instantaneous point source (see
IPSRC.F) solution integrated overtime using an iterative Runge-Kutta integration
method. The integration procedure calls the routines DERIVS.F, RKQS.F, RKCK.F,
and ODEINT.F. Required for compilation.
DERIVS.F - Source code written in Fortran. Required for compilation.
DERSRC.F - Source code written in Fortran. Required for compilation.
GBAND.F - Source code written in Fortran. Required for compilation.
HORWELL.DAT - Commented Input file for example problem.
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

HORWELL.EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using Digital
Visual Fortran Pro (Version 5.0).
IPSRC.F - Source code written in Fortran. Evaluates the dimensionless pressure
due to an instantaneous point source. Required for mmpilation.
MAIN.F - Source code written in Fortran. This is the main program. It calls
READDATAF based on which a decision is made to either use the constant
pressure algoriihm, or the one corresponding to constant flux along the well.
Required for compilation.
ODEINT.F - Source code written in Fortran. Required for compilation.
PSOL.F - Source code written in Fortran. Solves the “constant flux along the well”
problem, where the pressure varies with position. The program evaluates the
pressure at the middle of the well, at a distance Rwfromthe wellinthe ydirection.
The output is given in two files: HORWELL.P (containing time and pressure in
different wells), and HORWEU.PD (containing dimensionless time, dimensionless
pressure, and dimensionless pressure derivative for each well). The pressure is
calculated in subroutine CLSRC. F. Required for compilation.
QSOL.F - Source code written in Fortran. Solve-s the “constant pressure along the
well” problem, where the flow rate varies with position. The program first splits all
the wells into NS segments and then solves the linear system (see GBAND.F), from
which are obtained the flowrates for each segment and the overall pressures for
each well. The ouput is g.wen in three files: HORWELLP (containing time and
pressure in different wells), HORWELLPD (containing dimensionless time,
dimensionless pressure, and dimensionless pressure derivative for each well), and
HORWELL.FLOW (time and flow rates for each well). Required for compilation.
READDATAF - Source code written in Fortran. Reads the input data file
HORWELL.DAT. Required for compilation.
README.TXT - Informational text file on program usage and description.
RKCK.F - Source code written in Fortran. Required for compilation.
RKQS.F - Source code wr”tien in Fortran. Required for mmpilation.

The input data are specified in the file HORWEU.DAT (see example) as follows:



—. — . ..-. ..—— _-_ ——-. —.——. —. —

The

;! v~ble ij i
:<:

Description ;$
.t...........................................................................................................................j. .................................

3EXe ~~Dirnensionin the X-direction (ft)
@:~;............. .................................................................................................................................................~j

Z!Ye !!Dhnension in the Y-direction &t)

!&k ~Dirnension in the Z-direction (ft) !&
fi:................................~........................................................................................................................%
@ !Permeability in the X-direction (MD)

:<?:$$
...................................... :tjt.............................................................................................................................s;
~Ky ~~ermeability in the Y-direction (MD) :X
::$................. .... .. ......................................... ..................... .. ..................... .....................................::;
z~Kz

.,:<.:
!Permeability in the Z-direction (MD) :?

.......................................................................................................................... . ..................................,/.$$
get iTotal compressibility (/psi)

;if$:-f....................................?........................................................ ................................................................j
~BO @ormationvolume factor of oil (RIYSTB) :$j
...................................... .......... . ... ........... ........... ...................................... ... .................................'\<: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....................................j

%PHI ~orosiv
ii;@::*.-..........?..................................-................................................-...........................................................z?.............. ........... .......... . ............. ... ....... . ........... .................... ...... ........................ ....-.-...--.---.-...:~;

*W Wiscosiv (cp) y~}
:::.................................t..........................................................................................................................~:#:::.--....-..--..-..---------.-.if.-.---.--.--.---.--..-----.-.-.--.--.---..-..--.--..-..-..-.-...---..-----......--.-..--..------.
%pi hitkil pressure (psi) :y
::::.- ............................'!..........................................................................................................................~i.......L..................... .................................. ... ............. ................. .. ... .......... .....................................>

~Tl @art time ~$
... . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .$::”””.””.. . . . . .. :, :8

fgI’2 @nd time ;$
..... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... .. . . . . . . . .. . . .... . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ..$$

program Iprod[ es the following output files

$q ... ~Number of time steps f. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ......
~iTSC ]time step control (1 = uniform, 2 = logarithmic) !I. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
j@sP

.;$
!!Convergencetolerance value used in in cp~c:f .*..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1.... . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .

l@sL !!Convergencetolerance value used in in clsrc.f $.,, . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . .:* ‘$
!;CL

&imiting condition specifier(l = constant flux, 2 @
. ]=constant pressure) “

yjj.:: ;\,. ............................................................... ............................................................................................./
;$.:.:..----. -.--..,.. ---. -.-----. --.. -.-. -.---. -..-----.-...--.-.. --.-.-,.::.::.=

~NS
flNumberof segments in which to divide wells

#
%mustbe an odd number) I.

,
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....>..<...,..,...,:f,.,..>...,,.+............. ...y..,... >.. ...:yj*i::,:.,t.*<.~>,.j+.,:.:.:::;.<:...,,,,:,,,... .;,;........ ,....:...... ,..:.....‘f. ;. ....; .:., i:... ,.1 :,::.>.!..:: ,::2XW$:>:.:%%<.::

File Name j/ Desc.ri~tion

L[Contains time and
~ essure (psi) for each

k
]well and well segment
:$ ells are divided into 10

1

~segments, but this
IORWELL.P : umber can be changed

~ y mod.i&ing NWSEG in
~the routine PSOL.F.
:Larger values slow down
~the computations and

$x@!y.,xe not necessary...... .. . . . . . . ........... ............-.+..............-+-----------.. ..---.-..--.--...+--.:::-::.-::-:::.=:.:..:::-=:-::~::-.::,
ontaining dimensionless

IORWELL.PD derivatives for

Containing dimensionless
time, pressure, pressure
derivative, and pressure

Iiderivative*time~ This is

~OR-L.pLOT ~calculated for the 0.7

k
~ocation along the well.

.s file could be used to
: lot the results.. . . .. ...................... . ..... . . .. . . . ................................... ........... ...... .. ...... ........... ............. ... ... ...... ..

L
~Containing time and flow
! tes (STB/day) for each

‘*: ell and well ;egmerm
IORWELL.~0~

r

.s file is generated for
~the case of constant
;pressure. The total flow

:PF..%%!C.%..5P%!%+. ........ ...........=............... ..........

Back to Contents

F Correlations for Cresting Behaviour in Horizontal Wells
)’.,.

This program calculates the breakthrough time and post-breakthrough cresting behavior
for horizontal wells. The code was written by Antonio Luiz Serra De Souza as part of his
Ph.D. research work. Further details are available from his Ph.D. Dissertation,
“Correlations for Cresting Behavior in Horizontal Wells, Stanford Univers”~, March 1997.

The following ~ are included:

●

●

●

✎✎

COR.EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using Digital Visual
Fortran Pro (Version 5.0).
COR.F - Source code written in Fortran.
CORJN - Input file for example problem.
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The
free

INCOR.F - Additional souroe code file written in Fortran.
README - informational text file.

input data
-formatted

for the program as
lines as described

; spec”fied in the
below:

I

file JN, are arranged in 15

@ariabl~
%iz~~”””””.’”.””.. ~

Description............................:................................................................... ................................................................--–..-...-..g~z.--=g~;~~&-@-gm$z@-s@”!sEzF% .
;.$::::;;?$,:=.:s.::..’...:: :;<:..;..,..TV,.,,,..,....Y.w.,......................?............/.......... ,...:................. .. .. . .’.:.’......++............. .:.,.....+=....,.,.— ...............+.......,.............,.. ;...++=>,. ,..,,, ,...j,:,.. ...... . ...-. --....—— .-—.. ..———-— . . . .. .. ....~;
~; System of units:

1 = Metric (Modified So Units,
::* 2 = Field Units

~Type of flow:
SE :1 = Water-Oil flow,

!2 = Gas-OilflOW...................................................................................................................................................... ... .... .......... ... ... .............. ....... .......... .......... ........... ................. ......................................
@put format of Kc curves:
1 = Exponents and end-points are given in lines

e of Sw vs. W vs. Km is given in lines
as necessary)

‘iOption-indica&g whether flow rate, orbreatbrough

total flow rate for tie field is given as the
QT (Line 9). The progriim will calculate th

time, given the final time, TIME (Lint

flow rate for the field is given as the
9). The program will calculate tlx
, assuming the tinal time to be the
multiplied by AFIM.

lime is specified as TIME
will calculate the total

assuming the final time to
multid.ied by AFIM.

Vertical equilibrium optiorx
O= The vertical equililxium option is not used.m is

Iv
calculated from the derived correlations.
1 = The vertical equilibrium option will be used. Tb
value of m for post-breathrough behavior will be

yJ
.$:
,:,::

t.: :
~: ; off, the normal output is generated.::;;:.:; output will include the values of:;:
@DEB
::.::::~;~:......<:::y;:...:x:::‘::.+:: ......................................:..V............................................X..W..X..::..+

~~otal oil zone thiclmess, m (ft)
—.. .--— —..—... —— . . . .. . .. . .
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.

IW l~Welllocatio~ m (ft).............................. .. . . .. . . .... . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. ............. ................

I

............ ........... ........... .. .. .......... .......... .......... .................. .. ... .........................-

W
~Width of the reservoir (assumed equal to the well
;len@), m (ft)

v ~~Totallateral lemzth of the reservoir. m (ft)

iWEL !~Numberof Wells (integer value>............. .. .......... .. . .............. ............. .>.........w.,........................ ... .. ... .
.x. . ..?... ...... ......< ...... . . ......Y......~x......?............................................................... :>:.:<.<...... ....>.....>>?<..7 y.%’... . ... ...... . ... ... . . ,. . . . . <.,.. ,, ,.%~:~.

%:@$s&%2%m:w!:E@@3BB@sE3m2m:i:is;:~:f:;;3?;j;$w$..............,,,,,,,.,,...........................................w . . . . . . . . .... .... . . . . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .7.A3:...,,,,,. ..s ,.”-. . . . . . . “. ..%...., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A ,.:.;t , *I +

)~ lPorosity.... . . .. .:1............... .... .... . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .
a iHorizontal Permeability, mD (rnD)

z ~VerticalPmmeabfiw,mD (mD)

@l formation volume factor, initial reservoir.A
w

~conditions at fluid contac~ #/stm3 (rb/stb)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~\Waterformation volume factor, initial reservoir.-‘?

5W
~conditions at water-oil contac~ rm3/stm3 (rb/stb).. . . . .. ..... .......... .. . . . . . . .... . .. . . .. . . . .
@as formation volume factor, initial reservoir--

w
~conditions at ins-oil contact. rm3/stm3 (rb/stb)

(s ~\Gasvolubility ratio &/stm3 (stb/stb),... ....................................... . .. .. .. ........................... . . . . ............. . . ... ...%x.,.,W**Y.?WY.,Y...Y%,....V,..,...,..,+.........,.’..+...,.>:,:“.+:<,<,....<....,.,_., “. . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . ..
:%m%3*z%i~&-Gzsi:R%”m?y@gs@$$g:;g::;,,,,.2,:Y.>!:%.,.............................,i.,.+,.,...,,,....,, .?:..$.:,...,.............,..,.,..............+....,,...,.,.,., ., ....... ,................ ... .......... ,, ,,...... ........... ........... .. .. ... ........... .......... .. ..... .. ... ... .. ......................... ... ...............................’...,
tOSTD &andard oil density kgh& (lb/i&).........................................................................?.......... ..... . .. . .. . . ... ..... ... . .....................—.--.. --: -...—.———————-.——— -——-———.-—-------
tWSTD &mdard water density k@ (lb/@. ... . . .. . . . . . ...2
LGSTD &dard ms densitv. kd (lb/@)

/ISCO @ilviscosity, q (w)
lISCW ~Water viscosity, cp (cp)

‘n z!xw!!w.x.w‘0be‘cd.. . . .. . .. . . .,. . . . .
IThe value of AZ to be used when calculating the

)ZP @ihes of nm, n_, and M. for the pseudo functions.

@@ion to activate the calctiation of the
~pseudofunction based on the oil-relative permeability

NO ~~exponen~no.

@ = no psetiotiction is not calculated.

~~1= no pseudofunction will be calculated.
..................................................................... ..... . . . .... .................................................................................... ................................................................ ............................. .................................

1
~Option to activate the calculation of the
zpseudofunction based on the water-relative

N
]penneability exponenLnW(ng).

]0 = nw(ng) pseudofunction is not calculated.
~1= nw(ng) pseudofunction will be calculated.:{...,,,..,.. ....... . . . . .. . . .,,......................................................... ............................ .............................................:.....;.-..::.....



—. — _.. —. —_-— ——....-—

.. ..... . .............................. . ....... ... .. *ii:
,1: Option to activate the calculation of thej.<:. ...*jj; seudofunction based on the mobility ratio,M,
s;
@l

ch changes the watdgas relative permeability
int k_(kw~.~:;fi;X: pseudo function is not calculated.:.:x

?<,:~j: ~~1= Mpseudofunction will be calcadated..,...>.:...“-~..-.... ...-.a.,-------..+.,..?:,-w=.,~.:>..,:,~yn,,.~~..,.%,.,....,....~.,.,:.-y,::.::-”?:.-~...:...l-,..s~-..:.:.:,.*Y------------------:.”.”..,-;,..::..:.,......................”..:.”::”-””-..”.’”””...”.“...”.....”.”..<-::.+:.=.::+::;.:.<:...’...................... ....................................
;;2;:i:;;:+%<;:.’:i::::<,:..m2ii%@zz:m@mE%m?@&@&v‘.”-+?’,.:.:--.<<1,%;..............y.+,.,V...~,......................;,::,,
................................... . ,.... . ,..,.. ... ,.,.,.,....,x.,...,........,.,....<..<..............X.,.,:,......Y.......:Y:...+:,...:.:<....:.,..,x?.>~,..>..,..:.,..:.,.,..,.-...,:.>Y,..>,<.:.,.<.:..-.,.., ...?.............. :1.,,+.,,:::.:.,y;,.+:,,..,,.,.,.,v,.,,.,.,.~ ,. .’.,,,,,,,,,,.,:.::.. . . .. . ... . .. ---------.. -..--.. ---.. -_----.. ---.-..._..""...--..-.._.-...
:,;
&QT

I

~The total flow rate for the field at standard

~:~,:::~ conditions, st&/day (stb/day)....——..—------+--E__Jx_::s ................................................... . .. . . .. . -—.?** ~Breakthrough time or final time as determined by 1(
*TIME :Vdw me ~), ~ys ~&ysl..... ................................................................................................................................................................~.:--- —-----”x--v––-n---v--- . ..— .——. . . . . .._.____..
:.>::
@HM

r

j ml tune m number of breakthrough times. Refer tl
::.:* ~IQ description (line 1);;:.. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. ........................>.:::,:;...... ............,,,s>..*+
@$:@??=#$:&&im@g@a#&tiE@$mm@g@$~;~@$i:,’$j;g&

.’.”.““;;‘........................;.... ;;;; .y; >.;x:,>..>+.Y,
...........yx.+... . . ...!......~.,.,,,....................:..:.x..,......+x.,.......,......,.; .......................................... ,,. ... . ....$....>...:......... .....+.::.::..... ..................... . .:,.............1<,.,.,.,. .. . ....,,..:: ~>:.:.:.:;.,::::y.:::::.+~ %..+>.................
Zim:~3i~~~+:=~-~~xxm~%}.~:?m,~~mfi:W;~i

..p.>:..........p* ~..~~~.,p.$,
+............ ~.:,,.:,:.,yAti.,,.,,,x,.,,,,%.,,.,.+,,>..?.+...,,.<...,,..,.............%............... .*.,..*.....*.Y...........*.+.,..,..,,...............,.>....,/...:<::::.::.L.::,.:.:,:..:............. ............... ....... ... .............. ................................-:..-..<:.+.-...-<.::;..:,..::.:.:.:.:.::.:.;.:,:..-:
$:SWC ~Connate water saturation.............................:.............................................................................................................................................. ... .. ..................................... .... ... ............................... .............. .. ......... ...............................
@ROC@ km at SWC.......................................................................................................................................................................~...*.-;:...................>....:,::..,?,...?.......... ...~.... ........~...T\T,y,yf:,-,.+.:;%.,:~.-:,:,:-:7.+,:.:::.:>,
@ggg%Em%%@%eF@m”*-E3:iB@%B@’gi

,,,...,...,.,,..,,...

:$%’;iiiiiii;i&&a&i=:mxg@2ca:@@%g@g ..................... ..../.,..,<.,,,.,,,,.:...:,... . . . . .. . ...... . ...+.?.:S=:....x.....x...:.l..?...:.K................................................’.!.......+... . .. .,.... ............................. ... ... .................. ... .................................... .......... ..................”................”._....
@OR @esidualOilsaturation.................................................................................................................................................................... .. .. ... ....... .. .......... ...... ... .. ... ... ...... ...... ... .......... .. ... .......... ... ................. ......................
]~nwRg\km-or k% ~ Sm.::,
%?ws:::x&wlw;M%;M#2f&jN@#<:m$~3{&ti#M;i*%*%.‘.’,..+;>....----..,+:+;.>:.....:.,,,..,; :;~..;,,.,.$f>>5;......+..,................................. ...... .........+..:>.M~fi?:::.:,.:,...,.,:,,,,,.,....... .....,........ ,,,..,-,..,.......... ..,.,.......{.’..z...f.,..+:..%....,7.<,,.,.:~:,X,.,..<},,,,.%... .....,..<....*......>..,.,.,:.:::~.::,.:,:.,..,:.:.X,...::.::::fi,.vf.~,:.,A:>yjf.y.,.>/..... ..Y.................+...+&<y..,>,:... ...................,,,,
s:wwwwYRtigwm&ja@&*]j&#H@wj;M~y>;}.;

,$,:;.’+>:,,;
::.;:.,*:W:.:+:...!/::A*::>1.+:..::.z.,fi>:.:s::...::*W..7.,.X,. ...,.....<.7.47..,:x..Y-k.....,.J:+*. .>,>..>,..,.,.7.,.:,.;,<.*>.$...:*.....:.~;/&:?::
~~NO ~km exponent
................. .........~,.;;-......-......-..........=.........w.....s.s..=.as::.:::::::::v.:.:::.,:.::.::.~:~::u::.::.x::u::::::::iz:::::x:rA::::rJ::s::::.:::s.::
@W !km or k% exponent.
............................ ......................................................................................................................................-__ -....-..-..-..__.-.___ .-.__..-._-_._..--....--._.__.-__. ___...__.__._._-..._-
l$@@jzBj!g$W!%%% ., ‘.:. “

.:.’.’.....’....<.<+:.;;...’>;>’.:...’....>..’,..,......,...j..:~;>,>:::,,,:7,+:;;<;+*,.;...
.L.. ..<<.:.x.................... ....>:y....7...>,.*,,
@@gg~$;$@@:2::x$03’’”=P:2’%%~:’??Fq@:=%i”:$$wd:gga’s=$ggemg;g%$~~:::.;::,:.:.<,.-:...:..:.:$.:::..:,;.:.::..::~:.:.;;.-.;,:.,:.::2.:..;..:..:&:;.=:..::,::...:.:._~._..s:..:..:.:.::~::~.:.~-,:.,::-.,;.,:..:.:..:.>,::.;.;>:.<,:..;,:,:..::.:::.;..>”::=::
@WC ![Connatewater saturation............................ ...................................................................................................................................~;;~-.. -..:.......... .. ...... ....... ... .......... ............. ... ........ ...... .. ............... .. ......... ........... ...
%0.0 1A~ zero must be entered............................. ....................................................................................................................................3. _...... ... .. .......... ...... ...... ... ... ....... .. ......... ...... . ... ... .. ... ... ................... .................... ...
$~oc~~km at SW=.
:2...... . . ... ... . . ............. . . ..,....<,:................................<..+...,<.,.................. ..............=............ ..................?.............,x..... ,,.,...,.,... .....................$:,:,:,:,;,.~ , ..............@~...@~...............

... .,z;~j~a%wa%i?:i&k;;28@@!. ....>:, . .,. .....,+x’::’>,,>,.... .,.:...,.
:*:..?>*x.?,....... .:..,,, ......... , ‘*“e$w+$ .+...... .::V.P,, .qm<.,,y.$,....v9.:>:,.“..-’.,..”.,................... ,..y.:~::~:._:<y.;:.:m,:Y,:y<::.,.,,<,..,....,.,,,,,,,,,:.:..:,. ...........y.,... .0
$E$)!Fg!j!g;R4@m;@zw;~i;$iig6agg$&&:g$@;.,,,.,..... y .. ......+....,:,;~:,.........., .<:.<...::<;.;:.;;:,!.;.;;,>..,.+.>,<.”=.,,,.,.,.......y,.,,.;,.>.,:;j:+.:,,.. ,.,,,,..,..,.,.,,.,.,.,.,..,,.,.,7
3:%x%#s:@af’mw*@j’ti&~&;m~

....,.Y.. ..,/::<*.;?,.;:.p,:,..3;~:,:<:~j:,.,,;,,
.$g$;:~gj~,:?.....++..)..:.,...:.,.,.,.,.,,,..,,,. . ,Y,:,/:.#....... :.:.:;. . . ,...... .. :.j,.,. ./..:,,,..:,,,.:.:,<y..:.,.<~,,...,,. . . . ,.,, . _ ,,,,.. .. ..., .;,;.’... ........ . ..................... ,..,,,.-.....,.::*.——.-..-.;..-...-...=“’‘“’””“‘“’‘“”. “.L:L.xw.x-—_....__._

%SW &alueof water saturation.~====~:..:=:...................................................................................................................................—---———___...__.-...._.______._”_._-_--”--”-”_.
~KRW ~~dm of km or krg for each SWor Sg.
::,:_-J:J::+/=&~:u_.__ ........... ...........................................-.._...........____.xG:Mxs__:..____ .xG:Mxs__:?::
~:mo ~lValueof km for each SWor Sg.
... ................................................................................................. ..........................................................;$~,...y,y.r\yvy,",.:,.-.y,y\yy-,y,y,y,y,~,~,>.:,..+y.x.y.?..y.v,y.:y,+y..!,T,Y,W.”..,*. ,.............. .. /.,......:.:,j?.’.,...::>,, ,.
;;;;=:::;??me;2s3$GGs@eEYeGzgDgg2@@”$;?......... ......,.*,..........-.....~:.>........<-t.’..?:::.....:,.:.{,::.,.... ....,......~,. .. .:y.........:.;..%............ ;; ;t,y:y<fi:.:;:.y4.:::.~.:.::,,::.._.,.,...y;....,:.,7,,.:.:;;,7j.,........,.,.,‘“’”’”’‘“<”’”’”””’:+:’<’”””””““.“’””;’’”’’’.”~y’”’y’:~w%:R$M~R&xi~#*tiqaga*m*&%ylwe~@tz.;w;i*:fl/lzi/:.:>;,::,..,:\.<,Y,:.,fi.:<.,,,:.:.,,.. . ,::,:.s...... .... ..................”..-......+x.:*.J&..:Y<...tm.,:..;...,.::7.!:.x>....*.Z>,>>,:..>.,&.....,+,*,:.... -,.:;..:3:*.A~>,4$>..:.*.~:~.*.:.>,?.,.,J,*.,:<:~

.0 minus the residual oil saturation must be entered~

....................................................................................................................;———-— .... —__-... — . ...-. .. . . . ..--”...... _._._<

-:==: ---__S_:_ .................. .
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@zeromust be entered...,::::’. -........ .--......:-.::::-.,:.: .,,, . ....... ...... ............,....S

The program produces the following output files

,.,,....... ........x J.,., ..::.:, . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .,.:.x.+ :.,.:..>+*..>L:L:. ., . . ,.. \ . . . , .,s....,..~....,........,.....v ... ... .,..:.: ,.:< >..,< :?,:< w.: :.: >. . . . *,.?,. e,:,,.. ..,, ~ ~ . . . . . . . . >. ..”A...,.. .....;!JMX..*.X. ,+ ,.., ,., ... . ..., .. ,, .. “ .>,:...:.:,x.,; ,. , . .. .... ...>...,+. .,., :.,.x ... ,.,.., V,..,.:.<.j+,.

File Name i Descrh)tion

~Containsa copy of the input dam
@imensior.dessvariables, factors used to
~calcdate the breakthrough time and

20R.OUT ~post-breakthrough behavior, and
~pseudofunctions. The results for breakthrough
$ime and post-breakthrough behavior are give
~inbob dimensionless and dimensionzii form................ ... ... . . ..... ........... ....... ... .... . ......................—.—..-.--------------,..-..-..--_. _--..-...._—_-_ -_cz______s_. L.J
~Containsthe dimensional results for tie

20RW.DAT
~water-oilcase as a function of time (days).
~Thereare six columns in MS file L QO,f%,
~WOR,NP and RF==:.-----= --_:Jx:_=-_s__:_ :_u__ .... .. ... ... ......:_
;Contains the dimensionless results for the
~water-oilcase as a function of dimensionless

~ORDW.DAT!
!time (tD). There are six columns in this file:
@, QOD,fw, WOR, NPD and RF,.. . .
IContains the water-oil relative’penneabilities
~(whenthey are input as tables)-m well as the
@lues obtained by regression when calcu.latir

%R.MW.DAT !the exponents No and Nw. There are 5
~colurnnsin this file: Sw, &w, Krwrg, IGo,
!Rorg. The subscript ‘rg’ refers to the values
jobtained by regression.—

jContains the dimensional results for the gas-o
!case as a funcion of time (days). There are six

20RG.DAT :
@olurnnsin t.h.kfile ~ QO,fg, GOR, NP and
RF. . ........ .... ..... .. .. ... . . ...-..—————--. —-”._. ——-.—-.-._—. _

. . .

@xmtins the dimensionless results for the
~ as-oil case as a function of dimensionless

;ORDG.DAT jg
fune (tD). There are six columns in this file:
@, QOD,fg, GO~ NPD and I@-=-;===- --_=_ x_.s:u_______::=:=:_:
jcontains the gas-oil relative penneabilities
~(whenthey ~e input as table;) as well as the
~valuesobtained by regression when calcu.latin

‘ERMG.DAT ~theexponents No and Ng. There are 5
+olurnns in this file Sg, Krg, Krgrg, Kro,
&org. The substipt ‘rg’ refers to the values
,~obtainedby regression. -. .. . . . .. . ........ .. . .

~Cm DAT @ntains the results for NpD as a function of
.

itD for different wells
Y<:::-::=:::-i:::=r-= :-:-.:-=X2’ . . . . . . . . . . . :-:=:::: >::s -----------—-—

Contains the results for RF as a function of tE
W.XTD.DAT :for ~erent weUs
....... . . . ........... ..... ......... .. . . .,

.- ,--------- --. — - -
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.,.Analytical Solutions for Critical Cresting Rate in Horizontal Wells
b,

This program calculates critioal cr-ting rates for horizontal wells based on the seven
methods listed below. It features a simple menu driven interface. The code was written by
Sepehr Arbabi. Details are contained in Arbabi, S., and Fayers, F.J., “Compatatlve
Aspecl% of Coning Behavior in Horizontal and Vertbl Wells,UProceedings of 8th
European Symposium on improved Oil Recovery, Vienna, Austria, May 15-17,1995.

The available correlations are

● Efros (1963)
“ Giger (1983)
● Giger (1989) and Karcher et al. (1986)
● Joshi (1988)
● Chaperon (1986)
● Guo and Lee (1992)
● Arbabi and Fayers (1995)

The following h are included:

● HWCRT,EXE - The compiled executable. This has been compiled using Digital
Visual Fortran Pro (Version 5.0).

s HWCRT.F - Source mde written in Fortran.

The follwing input data are required:

.......*\.>*<.x.: ::.:,.,:: :.:;.: :<:.:.7,:,:.:.::, ~ ,: y...: :...:.:,:.:..,: :,.:.>.:.: :.:.:.>:.:.: ::.:..>:.: :.: :<*::.:::=,.,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,.,.,....... . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...+.//. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

#v&=iGl::

I

.-... --.. ——..--————...- . . ;
Descr@tion.... ...................................................................... ..........................................

b
;.--- . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. .... .. . . .. . . ... .. . . . . . ;.
;; iHeight of resemoir (ft) $
x, ................................................................................

K
———.—y:................................. . . . .. .. ..

~~ e ~Transverse well spacing (ft) .--—”*<!<:.:::::.:.::.;:::=:::::.:.::.:::.:::.:.:x:.:::.G:J::.:::.::~.:s::::.:J..::.:.::.:.:.::;::.:.;::.7.:.r.::~
Eml ~orizontal permeability (rnD)............. .............................................,,..-...---....+......-~..........-..-.._.”..-....::.:::::J::.;:.::A::..:;u.:.:.&:r.:::.:>.:.::::.:.:.:
~~v ~erticalpermeability (mD):.::............................................. .................... .... ........................................::f............................. ...... ... ... ... ... ..... ...... ......... ................... ................
~=,,~~Viscosi~ (cp)>....-..----------------#...-:.:::::.=.:=::.:::-::.=.:..-:::x::::::=.=.::.:.r.::=.::::.i::-::::.::.:;

b$0 ~orrnation volume factor of oil
:.$1 KRJ3/s’113) !ff

:.:,

>$ %luid-fluid contact (ft)

The program will prompt the user for the required input data and display its output directly
to the screen. The outmt can be redirected.

Back to Contents

.......... .... ..--------... ....Y... . .......... ............ ..... ... ...... .......... ..... ...................-----

,;, License
%

Information ~
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+ Introduction
This software is provided ‘as-is.” Stanford University and the Petroleum Engineering
Department expressly disclaim all warranties and conditions, express or implied, including
without limitation warranties and conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular
purpose, title, and non-infringement as well as any warranties that the operation of the
product will be interruption or error free.

@Liability
In no event will Stanford Univers”@ or the Petroleum Engineering Department be liable to
you for any indirect, incidental, consequential, special or exemplary damages, arising out
of or in connection with your use or inability to use the software, the breach of any express
or implied warranty or cond”tion, or otherwise in connection w“ti the software and/or th”~
license, even if Stanford University has been advised of the possibil-~ of such damages.

Back to Contents
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